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Shredding the Stigma Community
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On any given day, Todd Brugman can be

found behind the counter of his Davis

Square skate shop wearing a black-andwhite Vision Skateboards trucker hat. In

addition to running Maximum Hesh (378A

Highland Ave.), Brugman holds a skate

clinic for kids under 13 and helps organize

events like July’s Parking Block Trick

Contest at Brooklyn Boulders.
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What differentiates Brugman’s shops

from other local skate shops and boutiques?

“You should feel comfortable,” he says. “I

really felt that it was important to have a

skateboard shop where a kid could come and



buy one axle nut,” he says. “If you need to get

your skateboard fixed, you don’t need to buy

a whole new pair of trucks for $40. I want to

have a couch where people can sit down and

watch a skateboard video,” he adds. “To me,



CURRENT STATE

RISE

hen a new skateboardfriendly section of MorseKelley park opened last June, it

provided a public place for skaters

to test out their gear and learn new

tricks following the replacement

of a skate area at Conway Park

with an outdoor ice skating rink

alongside the indoor Veteran’s

Memorial Rink. On October 6,

local skate shop RAW held a skate

demonstration called Skate Jam at

the park, located at the intersection



W



Desmond on October 11, reads,

“this Board resolves not to allow

skateboard shows or competitions

at Kelley Park.” According to Arn

Franzen, Director of Parks and

Open Space, events are currently

allowed, although groups must

undergo a permitting process before

holding them. Desmond could not

be reached for clarification. While

the future of skate events at city

parks remains unclear, these actions

have deterred event coordinators

from using Kelley Park for events

since that meeting.



that’s a skateboard shop.”

As I interview Brugman, a man on a

delivery run from Jamaica Plain-based Fancy

Lad Skateboards is stationed on the couch

watching a video from a British skate team. Art



OF THE



were inappropriate” at the RAW

demonstration. He said he believes

there should be an open discussion

regarding the “knee-jerk reaction”

to tighten the park’s rules.

“They just didn’t hear the other

side of the story,” McLaughlin says

of the board’s decision. “The guys

who threw the event didn’t even

know there was a hearing until they

read [about] it in the newspapers.”

Brugman likewise wishes he had

known about the hearing and had

the opportunity to speak before

the Board of Aldermen. The two

agree that the skate demo’s higherthan-expected attendance shows

that there is a huge demand for a

welcoming skate park in the area.



TEMPORARY

SOLUTIONS

n light of the hostility toward

organized

skateboarding

at

Morse-Kelley Park, Brugman has

been holding a biweekly skate clinic

at McLennan Park in Arlington,

acknowledging that the Somerville

location would be much more

convenient for himself and other

Somerville skaters who attend his

lessons. In addition, he worked with

1031 Skateboards and Landshark

Wheels to bring a Best Trick contest

to the newly opened Brooklyn

Boulders in July. The space will not

be used solely for skate events in the

long term, although Pop-Up Retail

Manager Jonathan Curtiss says he is

open to more skateboarding events

in the future.



I



of Summer and Craigie Streets.

Over 200 people attended. “It was

a great, positive event,” says Save

Our Somerville co-founder Matt

McLaughlin. “This is exactly what

we wanted. We thought [the park]

would be a home for skaters.”



… AND FALL

fter several complaints from

Somerville residents regarding

noise, parking and trash, the Board

of Aldermen voted unanimously

to ban skate events at the park.

The exact resolution, motioned by

outgoing Alderman at Large Bruce



A
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“It drives me crazy because

250 people came to this [event],”

McLaughlin says. “That’s an

accomplishment

in

itself.”

Previously, Save Our Somerville

had organized a yearly skate demo

at Conway Park without issue.

“Because one or two people called

the right person, the whole thing

gets ruined for everybody.”



REACTIONS

odd Brugman, owner of

Highland Ave. skate store

Maximum Hesh, adds that only

a “minority [of the participants]



T



THE FUTURE?

n August, McLaughlin began

collecting signatures for a

petition to lift the ban on events at

Kelley Park. If the petition acquires

50 signatures, a public hearing will

be held with the Board of Aldermen

so that they may hear “the other

side to the story.” According to the

petition, Somerville residents who
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SKATE

sign the petition agree that skating

should be “embraced and not

feared” within the city and that it

keeps “young people off the streets

and out of trouble.”

While the future of the petition

still remains uncertain, hope for

a welcoming (and nearby) skate

park may lie in the proposed

“state of the art” Charles River

Skate Park in East Cambridge.

The park, a major project of the

Charles River Conservancy and

the Massachusetts Department of

Conservation and Recreation, will

sit adjacent to North Point Park and

beneath ramps which connect to

the Leonard P. Zakim Bunker Hill

Memorial Bridge, a section of I-93.

According to Renata von

Tscharner, president of the CRC,

the park began 13 years ago as an

idea by sculptor Nancy Schön in

response to skaters jumping over

her Tortoise and Hare sculpture

in Copley Square. The project’s

construction is set to begin this year.

“Many delays and many

unexpected things have come up,”

von Tscharner explains. In addition

to seeking out a site for the park,

creating a design and raising funds

($2.5 million was raised between

2004 and 2009), there were “a lot

of technical issues that we had to

work through,” she adds. “Drainage

issues, soil issues, access issues.”

With an agreement between

the two groups finally reached

(“[The DCR] will maintain it, and

we will build it,” von Tscharner

says), the CRC is now finalizing the

park’s design. “Once we have a 100%

[complete] design, we will go out to

contractors and start construction

… We still hope to break ground

this summer.”

Once finished, the public

park “will attract people locally,

regionally, nationally,” says von

Tscharner. She has high hopes for

the future of the park, explaining

that “[it] is big enough and

has enough features for major

competitions and events.”



by local artist KTRON adorns the shop’s walls.

Brugman shows both international and

local videos and emphasizes the importance

of supporting local skate teams and shops.

“In 2013, skateboarding is so large. It’s on

ESPN, with things like Street League and the

X Games … It’s so big now. When you’ve got

Nike making skateboard shoes, Converse

making skateboard shoes and Levi’s making

pro model skateboard jeans, what keeps it

this small [and] close-knit community is the

few small companies that are le", and [those

are] the deck companies,” he explains. “The

amount of money that it takes to start up a

sneaker company is ridiculous. You can start

up a skateboard deck company for a few

hundred bucks, no problem.”

At Maximum Hesh, Brugman sells decks

from local brands like Fancy Lad, Seasonal

Skateboards (based in Waltham) and Tasty

Skateboards (from Worcester). As a local skate

shop owner, he acts as a bridge between local

skaters and local deck makers and he takes his

role in the local skate community seriously.

“I feel I’m representative of our

community in the skateboard world and it’s

important to me to be a good representative.”

He takes even more seriously his roles as a

teacher and mentor for young skaters. “When

I was younger, I looked up to the guys in the

skateboard shop. It’s very important that you

understand that 14, 15, 16-year-old boys listen



“I think

it’s really

important to

pass along

skateboarder

knowledge

to a younger

generation.”

- Todd Brugman

and look up to [you].”

Since the Board of Aldermen banned

skate events and gatherings at Morse-Kelley

Park, it’s become harder for him to fulfill these

roles in the local skate community. “MorseKelley for the most part is accessible to most

people in Somerville,” Brugman says. He



notes that while there are some other great

parks in surrounding areas, “a lot of [kids]

don’t have a ton of family to bring them to a

park outside of the city … It would be great if

it could be used to its full potential, for the

youth to get out there and use it however it

can be used.”

During our interview, a local woman

brings her son in to check out the shop for

the first time. A"er speaking with Brugman,

she agrees with his sentiment. “[My son has]

been skating since he was probably 5 and I

bring him everywhere,” she says. “I know a

lot of people aren’t lucky enough, especially

in Somerville, to have a mom that can drive

them here, there and everywhere to [skate].”

Her son, now 11, adds, “I think they

should build a skate park so my mom doesn’t

have to drive to [towns like] Woburn and

Newburyport.”

Wary of stirring up trouble due to

the tighter restrictions placed upon skate

gatherings at Morse-Kelley, Brugman has

brought his skate clinic to McLennan Park

in Arlington, which is “really bad because

I have a skateboard shop in Somerville.”

Holding the clinic at Kelley Park would

allow Brugman to foster a tighter-knit skate

community within Somerville and make

it easier for he and the kids he teaches to

commute to his clinic. (According to Google

Maps, Kelley Park is just a 14-minute walk
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from the Maximum Hesh shop.)

Brugman a#ributes the fall of Kelley Park

as a group skate destination to a stigma held

by a small segment of the population – though

he adds that he is speculating. “I think this day

in age, [most people] know that skateboarders

are just people … There’s probably a minority

of people that might view them as reckless or

biker gang-ish, but that’s a minority.”

“They could be good people, they could

be bad people,” he adds. “They’re just people.”

Brugman’s friend Caleb Kaiser is a perfect

example of this sentiment. Kaiser moved to

Somerville a"er dropping out of college and

moving from his hometown of Kingston, NY to

move in with a friend in Boston. (“I’m 20. Sure.

I’ll pull a Jack Kerouac and hit the road.”) He

supports himself by working at Café Zing in

Porter Square. The former Journalism major

now interns at the Somerville News and plays

with Berklee kids in a band called Sad Cat.

Somerville was an easy transition for him.

“I just kind of threw everything into the back

of my friend’s car and showed up, and within a

week I had found a job. I couldn’t have found

a job within a year in my hometown.”

Ge#ing accustomed to the Somerville

skate scene was easy for Kaiser as well. “I

moved out here in January and within two

months I was, like, connected completely,” he



“They Could Be

Good People,

they could be

bad people...

They’re Just

people.”

- Todd Brugman

explains. “I fell right into the scene face first.”

A true lover of the art, Kaiser broke his ankle

skateboarding just a few days before our

scheduled photoshoot.



Kaiser acknowledges that Somerville

is more open-minded about skateboarding

than his hometown of Kingston. “There’s still

that stigma of, like, you’re a hoodlum, you’re

a hoodrat, you’re up to no good, you’re

skating around causing trouble.” He instead

calls skating a “great alternative to being a

troubled youth.”

“I grew up in a really hood area and it

kept me out of some stupid stuff,” he says.

Abraham Dubin, a friend of Brugman’s who

recently got sponsored by Maximum Hesh, is

just a regular, nice guy as well – although his

typically all-orange a#ire makes him stand out

on the half-pipe. The new Somerville resident

went to MassArt for illustration and recently

le" Boston’s Espresso Love café for a new job

at Tavern Road Street Food.

Dubin has a broad range of interests in the

arts, from theatre (“I’m big into that”) to music

(“I love karaoke”) to drawing and literary arts

(“I write a lot of poetry lately”). It is evident,

however, that skating is his foremost love.

“Times when I’m able to let my mind wander

I’m thinking of tricks and moves,” he says.

“Work for me is like a brainstorming session

in between pouring coffee.”

Dubin taught himself to skateboard a"er

seeing it in Saturday morning cartoons and

Back to the Future. “I believe that [skating is]
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one of those things that you can only

learn through doing yourself, which

is such a good thing about building

independence and self-confidence,” he

says, although he believes that skating

with others is important as well.

“It’s just the best when you hang

out with your friends and you each have

an individual perspective to share,” he

explains. “You learn from each other

from just watching each other.”

The importance of the skateboarding

community to individual skateboarders

is something that Brugman and Kaiser

both agree upon as well.

“[At local events], you meet kids in

your community that you didn’t know

skateboarded, and then you have that

bond and you have that connection,”

Brugman says. “Maybe you had nothing

in common before but now you have

that in common.”

“I wouldn’t know Caleb, I wouldn’t

know Eric [the Fancy Lad delivery guy] if

it wasn’t for skateboarding – but I can hang

out with these guys all day long because of

skateboarding,” Brugman adds.

It’s easy to see how the existence

of a local facility for skaters to meet and

hold events is a necessity for the skating

community. Dubin, no stranger to skating

in the streets, calls Kelley Park “a good

thing because it’s like a safe haven from

cars and from people who are going to

harass you” in the city.

Brugman adds that unlike team

sports like football or basketball,

“skateboarding isn’t a super organized

activity […] Local events are really

important to the skateboard scene

because it makes it more close-knit.”

Brugman feels that local events –

and programs like his skate clinic – are

especially important for young kids

looking to try their hand at the sport.

While he got his first board in 1989, it

wasn’t until some four or five years later

when he saw some older kids at school

doing it that he was inspired to really

take up the sport.

“It just looked cool and I wanted

to do it,” he says. “I wasn’t super into

all these other activities with rules.” He

adds that he had no coach pushing him,

but worked hard to get the hang of it, and

eventually to grow and express himself

creatively through skateboarding, which

he calls an art.

“I wasn’t a natural at skateboarding.

I’m still not the greatest skateboarder,

but I definitely wasn’t a natural.”

In his skate clinic, he views himself

more as a mentor than a coach. “I

think it’s really important to pass along

skateboarder knowledge to a younger

generation.” His most important lesson?
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“There’s no proper way to do it … I see

skateboarding as an art, not a sport, and I will

teach kids whatever they want.”

In terms of seeing skateboarding as an

art, Brugman and Dubin share the same vision.

“Skating is just a great creative outlet for the

kids,” Dubin says. “It’s big for individuality and

forward thinking.”

In addition to forging the tight-knit bond

of the skate community, skate parks and local

skate events are a great place for young

skaters to watch, learn and gain inspiration

from more experienced skaters. A mother

browsing the store with her son adds, “I was

pleasantly surprised at how nice all the older

kids were to him when he started.”

Many young skaters eventually grow

into adult skateboarders. Some will skate

professionally, but for most, it will likely just

be a hobby on the side. Brugman places

specific emphasis on the diversity of the

skate community.

“I hang out and skateboard with guys that

grew up in the projects, guys that went to

grad school, guys that went to law school,” he

says. “Skateboarding crosses socioeconomic

boundaries really easily. You know, kids with

not that much money skateboard, kids with

a lot of money skateboard, and this is a

community where it works.”

With such a diverse crowd engaged



in the sport, one has to wonder why

skateboarding does not have the same local

facilities as, say, tennis or ice hockey. Events

like the Maximum Hesh-sponsored Parking

Block Contest, held at Brooklyn Boulders’

private facility in July, are not enough to

foster the connection that the community

needs. While BKB Pop-Up Retail Manager

Jonathan Curtiss gladly welcomes the

skate community to use its pop-up space

for events in the future, it cannot act as a

skating facility 100 percent of the time.

The next great skate park, the Charles

River Skate Park in Cambridge, is a ways away

from its grand opening. A decade later, the

team who first conceived of the park is still

waiting to complete the project.

In the meantime, Brugman will continue

to encourage young skaters and to teach

his clinic at McLennan Park, and Dubin will

continue to skate in local films. Kaiser will

as well – once that ankle heals, of course.

The lack of a park open to skate events in

Somerville provides its hardships, but it won’t

hold them back from doing what they can to

build a sense of community between skaters

in our city.

A final word of advice from Brugman:

“Skate everything. There’s no proper way to

ride a skateboard. There are no proper tricks

to do, so just skate everything.”
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